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Smart grid offers safer solutions 

The country in general, and the capital district in particular, is struggling to create the infrastructure necessary to safely 

transport dangerous (explosive, toxic, and/or environmentally harmful) products for use in the production and delivery 

of the energy we all need to power, heat, and light our lives.  There is a solution to the problem that allows us to enjoy 

the benefits of the rich natural resources found in (and under) our country without the risks associated with long buried 

pipelines, mile-long tank trains, and caravans of tank trucks.  The solution is to not transport the fuels at all, but convert 

the fuels to electricity at the source. 

Instead of building pipelines, we should build the “smart grid” we know we need for the electrical infrastructure of the 

future.  We should put electricity generation facilities at the gas and oil wells and eliminate the transportation of the 

dangerous products.  Distributed micro-generation power plants make for a much more robust grid.  The infrastructure 

to support this is largely in place already.  Additional upgrades to the grid, which we will need to invest in eventually 

anyway, will likely be less expensive than the investment required to build new pipelines and other infrastructure 

needed to transport the dangerous products.  And certainly once you factor in the cost of even a single major pipeline or 

rail accident, the infrastructure needed for electricity distribution is a real bargain. 

This strategy makes sense at all levels.  From a national security perspective, it is much safer to have a distributed energy 

production rather than concentrations of fuel products in ports or terminals which make very attractive targets for 

terrorists.  From a local safety perspective, the risks associated with a failure of a segment of the electrical grid are 

miniscule compared to the risks associated with the failure of a segment of gas or oil pipeline.  From an environmental 

exposure perspective, building new power lines is not more invasive than building new railroads, highways, or pipelines 

and the environmental impacts of a system failure are much smaller with an electric line versus any of the other options.  

From an individual perspective, those with energy rich resources on their property can still realize the value of extracting 

the energy products, while those elsewhere will not suffer the risks and diminished property values associated with 

having the energy products being transported past their homes and communities.  And finally, everyone will benefit 

from a more robust electrical infrastructure powered by plentiful, inexpensive fuel. 

Of course, there would be some losers with this strategy.  Electricity is not as easy to export as the other energy 

products.  That means the oil and gas produced domestically, would stay in this country.  That seems like a reasonable 

way to secure our energy independence and security, but it won’t make the energy exporters and those that profit from 

the global energy market happy.  And of course the people that build pipelines and rail cars won’t be happy.  But this 

would not sacrifice jobs since building and maintaining our modern smart grid will require a similarly sized workforce.  

We would be building a modern infrastructure instead of extending a dangerous legacy one.  Isn’t that the infrastructure 

we want to invest in for the future?   

Disclosure: I have no financial interests in the electrical generation or distribution industry, although I do use electricity.  

I do have an interest in public safety as an emergency responder (EMT and firefighter), municipal official (mayor), and 

homeowner.  The pipeline proposed to go through our communities presents potentially serious impacts which we have 

no power to mitigate. 


